DYNAMIC HEALING
Empower you to get…

•RAPID SUCCESS…
•PROFOUND RESULTS…
•ACCESS QUANTUM REALM!
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Here what participants are
saying:
"I loved the learning of another tool
to enhance my self development
and help my awareness grow and
expand.
The space created was sacred
and one of the most profound I
have ever experienced. A truly
wonderful experience that I would
highly recommend to anyone who
dares to journey."
Laura Wheeler
Naturopath
"It was a homecoming, an access
to energies across space and
time, an awakening."
Jenelle
"Loved feeling the energy flowing
both within myself and others. Felt
a bit like a coming home but to no
home that I've ever known before."
Louise - Naturopath
"Thank you so much for this
weekend workshop. I found myself
getting back to my space, the
universe and others, it was
fantastic. I look forward to doing
more work with you and your
team, thank you Marcus."
Wipi Rossingwald
Massage Therapist

new state of wellbeing.

in hand create shifts.

! !!
The !Level 1 Dimensional
Therapy
! Program will teach you
to use
! the Aboukra process to:
! !
! to the bottom of core
1. Get
!
issues…
!
2. Create Deep impact…
What is covered?

3. Coach your clients to
wellness…
4. Access Intuitive
Intelligence…
5. Access ancient healing
techniques...
6. Quantum leap clients...
7. Collapse client sabotage
patterns…
8. Live more abundantly…
9. Get better outcomes in less
time…

!

This program will change the way
you engage with your clients. It will
change the way you coach and run
your sessions. It will change the
way you see the healing process.

!

This program will provide you with
the tools and techniques to:

!

1. Engage your clients more
eﬀectively;
2. Increase the quality of your
sessions;
3. Get rapid results; so you can;
4. Have more clients, make
more money and have more
time...

Who is it for?

!

This program would suite anyone
wanting to live a more abundant life.
Help family and friends and access
deeper wisdom.
Professionally natural therapy
practitioners interested in increasing
their intuitive abilities, energetic
medicine and up skilling themselves
in a deeper and practical modality.
The tools and techniques taught in
the program can be added to any
existing modality and work to
enhance existing skills.
The program also suites people
interested in becoming a healer,
wanting to make a difference in the
world and be qualified in natural
therapies. We have an introductory
training over and advanced modules
that covers the foundations of
intuitive, energetic medicine
techniques. There are no prerequisites for the workshops.
Marcus has run a successful
practice for over 10 years and
now passess on this amazing
information gifted to him over 15
years ago to individuals and
practitioners alike.

"What a wonderful experience it was to receive a complementary healing session from Marcus Bird at
the Light Workers Lunch .
I have a very open mind to try new and different forms of healing but I wasn’t quite in tune with what
was to be my outcome. At the end of a short session where by Marcus demonstrated his method of
healing I was absolutely amazed with the disappearance of a 9.5mm lump on the base of my Achilles.
It had been growing gradually over 6 months and was very sore to touch.
During the Healing session I felt a perfect calmness and then a sensation that all the negative energy
was being drawn out and away from my body!!
After the Healing I spent 10 mins trying to find the sore lump on the back of my ankle……I couldn’t find
it!
It was an amazing experience.

!

Thankyou"

Mirjana
(Mirjana was still pain free when I spoke with her a week after the healing and her doctor is bewildered Alison Burton - Owner: Simply Natural Therapies)

Program Details

!

Melbourne
Saturday 15th February
Sunday 16th February

!

Simply Natural
Therapies
East Doncaster

!

Investment
$497.00 plus GST
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Numbers are limited
to 20 so book now
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